SaaS Migration Advisor:  
Get a seamless experience towards Duck Cloud journey.

Solution

On-premises to DCOD migrations are historically large-scale initiatives that require significant investment in decision making, strategizing, and identifying re-architecture needs. To execute a smooth DCOD migration, Mindtree has created a solution IP that will help the customer to understand the critically impacted areas of the on-premises instance and solution advisory to be considered for Duck SaaS journey. This automated and intelligent tool will also help determine the complexity of the SaaS migration, high-level sizing, migration steps, and tentative schedule which is driven by our experience in similar engagements and a pool of rich tool set for accelerated and optimized implementation.

Mindtree realized the key pain areas of insurers who embark upon such a cloud journey and produced this end-to-end solution advisory on top of DCT SaaS Migration guidelines.

The customization inspector will automatically identify the volume and criticality of B2B and B2C customization and feed the SaaS advisor to generate detailed reports to gauge the complexity, estimate, and schedule of the DCOD migration voyage.
Benefits

- **Migration readiness** analysis and estimation window will be reduced from **weeks to days**.
- **80% effort reduction** in deriving non-conformities from base to the custom.
- **Proven and tailored solution** approach built in tandem with DCOD guidelines for successful migration within budget.

Features

- **Mindtree’s huge experience in DCOD migration**, proven methodology, and relevant accelerators will expedite DCOD SaaS migration for insurers.
- **Customization inspector**: Utility to generate 2-way and 3-ways reports of the changes from old base to new base and base to custom for MS, Skins, DB, and configuration files.
- **CBO re-compiler**, upgrade regression suite, and SaaS advisor expedite the SaaS migration journey in a **cost-effective package**.
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